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The Odeon of Herodes Atticus is located 

in Greece in the western part of the an-

cient Athenian city, Acropolis.  It was built 

by Herodes Atticus, a rich Greek aristocrat 

and sophist, between 160-169 A.D.   

The Odea were places for the recitation of 

an ’Ode’ (song) and so the acoustic prop-

erties would have been important.     

Around 267 A.D. the Odeon burned down, 

and was a ruin for several centuries.  A par-

tial reconstruction took place from the 

1950s, and the space is once again used for 

concerts.    

2D and 3D CAD constructions of the Odeon 

Introduction and Background 
The use of virtual reality (VR) can be considered to be a natural evolution of educational technology 

(Pantelidis, 2009).   VR tools have now become low enough cost to be able to implement them in educational 

environments, offering the potential for large scale simulation without high expense.    

This has particular benefits for integrating experiential elements to enhance aspects of learning – for instance 

by the use of virtual field trips to help students experience and explore locations which would be impractical 

to visit (Tuthill and Klemm, 2002), or to enhance the experience and increase engagement with learning tasks 

(Lau and Lee, 2015).      

A particular area of interest is the exploration of historic spaces and monuments, particularly those which 

have changed significantly over time through redesign or ruin.  With the latest equipment, a realistic represen-

tation of and navigation within historic monuments can be achieved.  

There has been a lack of development of olfactory, haptic and acoustic representations of VR spaces.  This is 

particularly important when where the acoustic properties form an important part of the function of the 

space – such as houses of worship and spaces designed for musical or theatrical performance. 

This project developed an educational virtual reality application, in which users are able to investigate the 

acoustic properties of the Odeon of Herodes Atticus, in its historic configuration.     

The Odeon Herodes Atticus, Athens 

Concept 

Recent investigations by Manolis Korres 

(2014) indicated the existence of a roof 

which covered the theatre in full. 

The restoration did not include the roof or 

several other structural elements. which 

would have a significant effect on the acous-

tics of the space.   

To recreate the experience of the original 

Odeon, an architectural model was created 

of the suggested roofed structure, and acous-

tic modelling software was used to predict 

the acoustic performance of the space.  

 Scan this QR code for an 

audio clip of a traditional 

Ode being ’performed’ in 

the Odeon with no roof. 

Scan this QR code for a 

video clip of the acoustic 

behaviour of the space 

with and without a roof.   

 VR development 

The audio information was then integrated into a virtual reality model using the Unreal 4 en-

gine and Wwise Audio plugin, resulting in an experience which allows the user to virtually ex-

plore the space, including listening to how music performed on the stage would sound from 

different locations around the auditorium.    

As sound is one of our most important senses with regards to the environment, the integra-

tion of accurate acoustic models with the VR environment was considered to be an im-

portant enhancement of the concept of the virtual field trip, which would allow for a wider 

range of discussion and educational experience, while improving the sense of realism of the 

space. 

The model also includes some interactive elements including information points with facts 

about the Odeon, media players which show how sound waves travel in the different configu-

rations, and allowing the user to listen to different traditional Odes in the space. 

Screenshot from inside the VR model 
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